Abstract: A novel bidirection secure communication scheme based on the digital key and chaotic random optical feedback is proposed and numerically verified. Digital sequence is used as a key to control random variation of external cavity optical feedback, and under the operation of this random feedback, high-dimensional chaotic light is generated with complex dynamics. It is proved that chaotic time delay signature is effectively suppressed and key space increases significantly, which enhances the security of chaotic secure communication. Meanwhile, the bidirection chaotic secure communication is successfully implemented with the message rate of 10 Gb/s. In addition, simulation results show that the proposed scheme increases system synchronization and reduces the bit-error rate of the transmitted message.
Introduction
Due to the characteristics of chaotic light, noise-like and wide spectrum, its application in secure communication has received extensive attention [1] , [2] , [3] . External cavity optical feedback enables semiconductor laser to output chaotic light, but there is a general time delay signature (TDS) caused by feedback, that is, the auto-correlation curve of chaotic laser has a significant peak at feedback delay. This TDS structure provides a possible clue for chaotic secure communication attackers [4] , [5] , [6] . So it is very important to eliminate the TDS, for example, some modified feedback schemes [7] , [8] have been proposed and experimentally achieved with the TDS suppression. Meanwhile, for traditional optical feedback semiconductor laser, operating parameters are fixed after synchronous system establishment, which undoubtedly gives hacker opportunity to infer key parameters, thus reducing security of chaotic communication. Using laser internal parameters as communication key is not easy to change and key parameter space is limited. Therefore, solving these two key problems, i.e., eliminating TDS and increasing key space, is necessary and crucial to the security of chaotic communication. At present, some solutions have been put forward at home and abroad.
In Ref. [9] , time delay modulation is achieved by controlling optical path of photoelectric chaotic generator. System chaotic synchronization and efficient information hiding are proved, but elimination of delay signature is not considered. In Ref. [10] , message is modulated in chaotic carrier through electric amplifiers to enhance the security of data communication. However, system key is mainly chaotic laser parameter, where key space is small, and the TDS of chaotic carrier is not discussed. Ref. [11] proposes a method of eliminating the TDS by dual-loop rapid phase modulation. To set a certain modulation frequency, the TDS in chaotic carrier is effectively eliminated, preventing information from being bugged. However, the condition of information demodulation at receiving end is not easy to reconstruct. Ref. [12] introduces a group delay frequency modulation module in the photoelectric feedback loop, which effectively inhibits delay information and increases key space. However, the module is made up of standard cascading components, physical arrangement results are limited, and an attacker may illegally eavesdrop on information through a limited arrangement combination. Ref. [13] , [14] adopt a fractional Fourier transform to post process chaotic signal, eliminating the TDS. Although in Ref. [13] joins pseudo random code sequence, since chaotic source is not modified, there exist unsafe factor so that attacker crack the system in message transmission process. In Ref. [15] , a digital key is introduced into chaotic photoelectric feedback system, where time-delay information is eliminated, and the relationship between encryption algorithm and chaotic coding is established. Similarly, in Ref. [16] , two photoelectric feedback loops with parallel structure are adopted, and a long pseudo-random code sequence is used as key to control feedback loops of two different delay structures. However, these systems have complex structures and too many physical devices. Ref. [17] modulates optical feedback phase with binary pseudo-random code and simulates the scenario that eavesdropper extracts information under error key condition. The results show that eavesdropper cannot obtain correct message even if he has the same chaotic source. However, chaotic signals modulated by binary pseudo-random code may still have delay signature, so it is possible that attacker eavesdrop information through auto-correlation analysis. In Ref. [18] , intermittent delay photoelectric chaos system is put forward, where digital chaos is generated and encoded to control optical switch to connect different fiber delay line, leading that chaotic signals with random delay is generated and the TDS is eliminated successfully. Meanwhile, digital chaos is used as key, which makes key space increase several times. However, system scheme uses physical structures such as optical switch and fiber delay line, which may cause errors in communication, since deviation may exist in switching on different optical fibers and adjustment of delay line is not easy to control.
In order to solve these defects, we put forward a more simple and effective solution. The digital random sequence consisting of random square wave of multiple levels is used to modulate external optical feedback to realize delay random variation. For one thing, the external-cavity-induced TDS can be effectively eliminated, and for another thing, the digital random sequence used as the secret key can significantly expand the key space. In this way, the digital sequence as key is simple and prone to operation, and the inaccuracy of physical structure is overcome. The proposed scheme is further applied into bi-direction chaotic secure communication. Compared with Ref. [19] , we establish a new enhanced bi-direction chaotic secure communication system with the TDS suppression and the key space increase. Fig. 1 . illustrates the process of bi-direction chaotic secure communication between Alice and Bob in a schematic way. Digital sequence is used as key to control arbitrary wave generator (AWG) through digital signal processor (DSP), and square wave with random multiple levels is output. In practice, the concrete implementation process is as follows: digital random sequence is generated in DSP system by C/C++ program. Through the serial port or USB communication, data exchange between the DSP and AWG is further established. Thus, under the control of the DSP, the AWG can output the square wave signal consisting of random multiple levels. A variable delay module (VDM) is put between laser diode and feedback mirror (FM), and square wave sequence is applied to modulate delay module to make external cavity optical feedback highly variable so that laser diode can output high-dimensional chaotic laser. The producing chaotic light is divided into 50:50 two beams through optical isolator (OI) and fiber coupler (FC3), and then enters Alice and Bob end through erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA).Taking Alice's communication to Bob as an example, when chaotic light goes through fiber coupler (FC1), it is selected to only pass the upper rather than the lower path. Message is hidden in chaotic carrier, the mixed signal goes through transmission channel (TC), and then enters optical circulator (OC2) to reach Bob end. Another chaotic light passing fiber coupler (FC2) is selected only through the lower but not the upper path. In this way, the two signals pass through photoelectric detector (PD) to compare and demodulate message loaded in the mixed signal. Similarly, reverse operation can complete communication process from Bob to Alice.
System Model and Principle
The process of generating chaotic light with random feedback delay can be described as follows using the L-K equation:
where E and N are the slowly varying complex electrical field amplitude and the carrier density in the laser cavity. ωτ m (t) is the round-trip phase shift induced by the external feedback, where ω is the angular frequency of the free-running laser and τ m (t) is the external cavity round-trip time modulated by the random digital sequence. I is pump current, q is electric charge, V is laser cavity active volume, τ n is carrier lifetime, τ p is photon lifetime, k is feedback rate, G is differential gain coefficient, N 0 is transparent carrier density, ε is saturated coefficient, α is line width enhancement factor. All the involved laser parameters and their values used in our numerical model are from [3] .
Generation of Chaotic Signals
Under the operation of the optical feedback modulated by random digital sequence, the laser diode can generate the chaotic light signal. Suppose that y = [y(1), y (2) intensity time series and frequency spectrum, respectively. The digital sequence is applied to make external cavity feedback delay change randomly so as to output high-dimensional chaotic light. In order to fully illustrate the characteristics of the generated chaotic light, phase information and phase diagrams of chaotic light signals are further studied, as shown in Fig. 3 . From intensity time series and phase information, phase diagram and frequency spectrum, it can be clearly reflected that chaotic signals have higher unpredictability and complex dynamic trajectory.
Elimination of the TDS
To ensure the security of transmission information, it is critical to eliminate the TDS. In this paper, the auto-correlation function (ACF) and delayed mutual information (DMI) technology is adopted to study the extraction of delay signature, since other methods are sensitive to noise [15] . In order to better show whether the TDS is eliminated, we fixed the coordinate axis in interval [0ns, 8ns] for observation and analysis. For demonstrating of the TDS elimination, we compare the ACF and DMI curves of chaotic light signals before and after the random digital sequences are modulated, as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , respectively. Fig. 4(a) and (c) show the ACF and DMI graphs of chaotic intensity signal without the random digital sequence modulation, respectively. Fig. 4(b) and (d) illustrate the ACF and DMI graphs of chaotic phase signal without the random digital sequence modulation, respectively. It can be clearly seen that there is an obvious TDS at the external cavity feedback delay of 4 ns. From Fig. 5 , we can see that the TDS is effectively eliminated by introducing the random digital sequence modulation. 
Modulation and Demodulation of Message
The message modulation scheme is based on the chaos masking (CMS), where the message M(t) is added to the chaotic carrier E(t) generated by the digital-sequence-modulated external feedback.
Here we implement this as:
Where P is the average power of the chaotic light from the digital-sequence-modulated external feedback laser diode and m is the modulation index.
Taking Alice's communication to Bob as an example, the chaotic carrier with the loaded message is transmitted to Bob end, and then the original message is compared and demodulated. A pseudorandom code sequence with the rate of 10 Gb/s is used as the original message at Alice end, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . The demodulated message at Bob end after filtering is depicted in Fig. 6(b) . Fig. 6 (c) represents cross-correlation of chaotic signals between Alice and Bob ends, and Fig. 6(d) shows eye diagram of the demodulated message. It is indicated from Fig. 6 that the original message can be loaded and demodulated successfully, which is also illustrated that the proposed scheme has good synchronization of chaotic secure communication.
In practice, the message transfer between Alice and Bob is achieved through transmission channel. To consider the actual situation of chaotic secure communication, we further investigate the tolerance of the proposed scheme to noise and amplitude distortions of the signal in the transmission channel [20] . The noise simulated is an additive zero-mean Gaussian white noise. Fig. 7 shows the dependence of bit-error rate (BER) of the recovered message on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It can be seen that as the SNR increases, the BER decreases. The insets (a) and (b) in Fig. 7 further depict the eye diagrams of the demodulated messages for the corresponding SNRs of 60 dB and 80 dB, respectively, as a comparison. The former is closed, and conversely the latter is clearly open. This means that the message cannot be properly demodulated when the SNR is lower than 60 dB. The main reason is that the channel noise causes damage of the chaotic carrier and the hidden message, which leads to chaotic synchronization mismatch at receiving end. 
Analysis of the Key Space Increase
According to the chaotic synchronization theory, the key to implementing secure communication between Alice and Bob ends lies in that both communication parties have the same hardware with the same structure parameters. In the proposed scheme, the random digital sequence is introduced to modulate the external feedback delay. On the one hand, the utilization of the random digital sequence can eliminate the TDS to prevent this hardware parameter from being extracted by the attacker. On the other hand, the random digital sequence as the secret key can further enhance the key space. As stated previously, the random digital sequence is composed of a series of square wave signals with the sequence length of N and random multiple levels of x. In our simulation, N = 20 and x = 5 are taken. Therefore, an additional huge key space of 5 20 can be achieved.
Conclusion
In summary, a novel bi-direction chaotic secure communication scheme is demonstrated by the numerical simulation, where the random digital sequence as the secret key is utilized to modulate the external feedback delay. It has been proved that the utilization of the digital sequence cannot only eliminate the TDS but also enlarge the key space significantly. Under the operation of this random feedback, high-dimensional chaotic laser as chaotic carrier is generated. The message with the rate of 10 Gb/s is added in the chaotic carrier by the chaos masking for the bi-direction communication. The results demonstrate that the original message is successfully demodulated at the receiving end. Besides, the tolerance of the proposed scheme to noise in the transmission channel is further analyzed. The proposed scheme provides a better theoretical basis for practical operation of chaotic secure communication.
